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Singapuri and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  

23m23 minutes ago  

 

MTC BATA @MTCBATA  

At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC 
Commissioner @CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news 
reporter @DanKermanSF about the new national @TRIP_Inc 
report on road conditions and the critical nature of 
transportation funding.  

 

Luke McGinty and 15 others liked your Tweet  

 

One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 
in needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   

LECET liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  

4h4 hours ago  

LIUNAVerified account @LIUNA  

.@TRIP_Inc recently reported that lack of safety features on California state #roads and #bridges costs 
drivers a total of $61 billion each year! #RepairOurRoads #FixOurBridges #FTDR #infrastructure 
http://bit.ly/2nJw0ef  

LECET, CURT and Populist Voice liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  

LIUNAVerified account @LIUNA  

https://twitter.com/singapuri
https://twitter.com/mcginty_10
https://twitter.com/LECET
https://twitter.com/LECET
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https://twitter.com/johnny12976
https://twitter.com/SelfHelpCounty
https://twitter.com/mcginty_10
https://twitter.com/GMKlinefelter
https://twitter.com/TediJackson
https://twitter.com/wrbspearpoint
https://twitter.com/rustybirchall
https://twitter.com/LajosZweig1
https://twitter.com/buildnewmexico
https://twitter.com/olivegarden69
https://twitter.com/IbeamC
https://twitter.com/MetalPartners
https://twitter.com/justinej2
https://twitter.com/iyaiorg
https://twitter.com/frankraha
https://twitter.com/APrasadPE
https://twitter.com/LECET
https://twitter.com/LECET
https://twitter.com/CURTdotorg
https://twitter.com/populistvoice


In Los Angeles, @TRIP_Inc reports that drivers on average spend almost $3,000 a year in extra costs 
like car repairs and wasted fuel due to the combination of congestion and deteriorating #roads and 
#bridges #RepairOurRoads #FixOurBridges https://cbsloc.al/2OHVHHu  

 

 

Marshall Klinefelter and 11 others Retweeted your Tweet  

6h6 hours ago  

 

One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 
in needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   

1.  

Liesen Bitumen SA (PTY LTD) and 5 others liked a Tweet you were 
mentioned in  

CalCIMA @CalcimaRocks  

We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 

operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

Michael and 4 others followed you  

 

Ricardo liked this reply  

14h14 hours ago  

Tackleberry @glockbanger69  

I’ve gone through 4 windshields in four years because of rocks and debris being kicked up by those 
damn big rig truck and trailers. They tear up our highways and our tax dollars are not being used to 
repair that damage. @CaltransHQ 
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Gary W. Johnson and Terrence McNamara Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  

14h14 hours ago  

CalCIMA @CalcimaRocks  

We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

 

Kyle Simerly and Alex Harbaugh liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  

14h14 hours ago  

MTC BATA @MTCBATA  

A new report from @TRIP_Inc finds that Bay Area roads are the worst in California. Proposition 6 on 
CA's November ballot would repeal funding for thousands of local streets and roads repair projects. 

https://twitter.com/KPIXtv/status/1029767888985616385 …  

Kyle Simerly and Rebecca Jane Long Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  

14h14 hours ago  

MTC BATA @MTCBATA  

A new report from @TRIP_Inc finds that Bay Area roads are the worst in California. Proposition 6 on 
CA's November ballot would repeal funding for thousands of local streets and roads repair projects. 

https://twitter.com/KPIXtv/status/1029767888985616385 …  

Robert Bendorf, Codey Whales and Kevin J. Albanese Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  

15h15 hours ago  

No Prop 6 @NoProp6  

ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion 
each year! Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  
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Keith C. liked a reply you were mentioned in  

 

Kip Eideberg  

🚜👷🏻 
  🏗 and Mike Johnson liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
15h15 hours ago  
NSSGA @NSSGA  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

  CalAPA  @CalAPAnews 16h16 hours ago  

CalAPA Retweeted TRIP 

Ouch! #NOprop6CalAPA added, 

TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The worst roads in California are in San Francisco, Oakland, study says https://www.kron4.com/news/bay-
area/the-worst-roads-in-california-are-in-san-francisco-oakland-study-says/1373333151 … @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 

0 replies 0 retweets 0 likes    
Mike Johnson Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
16h16 hours ago  
NSSGA @NSSGA  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

  

Mike Johnson and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
16h16 hours ago  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
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Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   

   

Mike Johnson and Stephan De Benedetti Retweeted a 
Tweet you are mentioned in  
16h16 hours ago  

KPIX 
5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   

  

Kyle Simerly liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
16h16 hours ago  

Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 

#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM    
Kyle Simerly Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
16h16 hours ago  
Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM  

   

Jeffrey Tamayo and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
16h16 hours ago KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw    
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 Sean Ashton and Sara Steffan Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
16h16 hours ago  

Southern California Association of Governments @SCAGnews  

  New @TRIP_Inc report confirms: SoCal drivers are hit by major 
costs due to poor road conditions & long-delayed maintenance/repairs. The bottom line? "It's expensive if we 
don't take care of our roads," said SCAG COO Darin Chidsey. More 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-

Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html …   
Rebecca Jane Long Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
17h17 hours ago  
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
A new report from @TRIP_Inc finds that Bay Area roads are the worst in California. Proposition 6 on CA's 
November ballot would repeal funding for thousands of local streets and roads repair projects. 
https://twitter.com/KPIXtv/status/1029767888985616385 … 

1.    

yaphet katto and 9 others liked your Tweet  
17h17 hours ago  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
 

  

Jesse Budlong and 7 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
17h17 hours ago  
 
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC Commissioner 
@CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news reporter @DanKermanSF 
about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the 
critical nature of transportation funding.  
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Brendan Manning and 10 others Retweeted your Tweet  
17h17 hours ago  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
 
 
 
 

   

Gravelman and 4 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
17h17 hours ago  
CalCIMA @CalcimaRocks  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

1.    

Move LA Transit and 4 others followed you  
17h17 hours ago  

1.   Stephan De Benedetti, Gary W. Johnson and Alameda CTC Retweeted a 
Tweet you are mentioned in  

17h17 hours ago  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
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JennyJo and 3 others Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
19h19 hours ago  
LIUNAVerified account @LIUNA  
In Los Angeles, @TRIP_Inc reports that drivers on average spend almost $3,000 a year in extra costs like car 
repairs and wasted fuel due to the combination of congestion and deteriorating #roads and #bridges 
#RepairOurRoads #FixOurBridges https://cbsloc.al/2OHVHHu  

    

Tamshell liked your Tweet  
19h19 hours ago  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
I'm sharing an article from http://MyNewsLA.com  https://mynewsla.com/business/2018/08/15/motorists-in-
los-angeles-take-3000-hit-due-to-bad-roads-congestion/ … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

   

Tamshell, Tedi Jackson and SafetySock liked your Tweet  
19h19 hours ago  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  
 
 
 
 
 

   

Codey Whales and 7 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
19h19 hours ago  
No Prop 6 @NoProp6  
ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! 
Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  
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Codey Whales and 8 others Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
19h19 hours ago  
No Prop 6 @NoProp6  
ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! 
Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  

   

Tamshell and Katie Hennessey liked your Tweet  
19h19 hours ago  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
LA's Roads Are Costing Drivers Thousands of Dollars Per Year: Study 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-
Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … via @nbcla @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

   

Bob Schelen and Viviana Franco liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
19h19 hours ago  
Anthony RendonVerified account @Rendon63rd  
A new @TRIP_Inc study shows poor roads in LA cost drivers thousands of dollars a year. Even more reason 
why any effort to divest in fixing our roads is foolish and shortsighted. 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-
Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … 

  McGuire and Hester  @McGuire_Hester 19h19 hours ago  

New @TRIP_Inc report finds more than 2/3 of major CA roads are in poor or mediocre condition and more 
than 1,600 bridges are structurally deficient. Vote #NoProp6 and STOP the attack on bridge and road safety 
projects! http://ow.ly/51Dl30lqfvZ  

   

CURT and Populist Voice liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
19h19 hours ago  
LIUNAVerified account @LIUNA  
In Los Angeles, @TRIP_Inc reports that drivers on average spend almost $3,000 a year in extra costs like car 
repairs and wasted fuel due to the combination of congestion and deteriorating #roads and #bridges 
#RepairOurRoads #FixOurBridges https://cbsloc.al/2OHVHHu  
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Populist Voice Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
19h19 hours ago  
LIUNAVerified account @LIUNA  
In Los Angeles, @TRIP_Inc reports that drivers on average spend almost $3,000 a year in extra costs like car 
repairs and wasted fuel due to the combination of congestion and deteriorating #roads and #bridges 
#RepairOurRoads #FixOurBridges https://cbsloc.al/2OHVHHu  

  LIUNA Verified account @LIUNA 19h19 hours ago  

In Los Angeles, @TRIP_Inc reports that drivers on average spend almost $3,000 a year in extra costs like car 
repairs and wasted fuel due to the combination of congestion and deteriorating #roads and #bridges 
#RepairOurRoads #FixOurBridges 

0 replies 4 retweets 3 likes    
Alex Harbaugh liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
20h20 hours ago  
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
A new report from @TRIP_Inc finds that Bay Area roads are the worst in California. Proposition 6 on CA's 
November ballot would repeal funding for thousands of local streets and roads repair projects. 
https://twitter.com/KPIXtv/status/1029767888985616385 … 

 

Joshua Emerson Smith and 5 others followed you  
20h20 hours ago  

   

Lynne Cook Retweeted your Tweet  
20h20 hours ago  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Report: Traffic delays and pot holes cost San Diego drivers nearly $2,000 a year 
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/sd-me-road-costs-20180815-story.html … @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
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IYAIplus and 14 others Retweeted your Tweet  
20h20 hours ago  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

IYAIplus and 12 others liked your Tweet  
20h20 hours ago  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
   

    LIUNA Verified account @LIUNA 20h20 hours ago  

.@TRIP_Inc recently reported that lack of safety features on California state #roads and #bridges costs drivers 
a total of $61 billion each year! #RepairOurRoads #FixOurBridges #FTDR #infrastructure 

0 replies 0 retweets 1 like  
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Sara Steffan Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
21h21 hours ago  

 
Southern California Association of Governments @SCAGnews  
New @TRIP_Inc report confirms: SoCal drivers are hit by major costs due to poor 

road conditions & long-delayed maintenance/repairs. The bottom line? "It's expensive if we don't take care of 
our roads," said SCAG COO Darin Chidsey. More https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-
Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … 

  Southern California Association of Governments  @SCAGnews 21h21 hours ago  

New @TRIP_Inc report confirms: SoCal drivers are hit by major 
costs due to poor road conditions & long-delayed maintenance/repairs. The bottom line? "It's expensive if we 
don't take care of our roads," said SCAG COO Darin Chidsey. More  

0 replies 2 retweets 0 likes  

 MTC BATA  @MTCBATA 21h21 hours ago  

MTC BATA Retweeted KPIX 5 

A new report from @TRIP_Inc finds that Bay Area roads are the worst in California. Proposition 6 on CA's 
November ballot would repeal funding for thousands of local streets and roads repair projects. 

MTC BATA added, 

 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
0 replies 2 retweets 2 likes  
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New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface transportation system statewide and 
in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  
    Johnny Retweeted your Tweet  
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving on San Francisco, Oakland roads cost drivers $3,000 a year, study says 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 
@TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
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Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
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MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, 
@California_CTC Commissioner 
@CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news 
reporter @DanKermanSF about the 

new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the critical 
nature of transportation funding.  
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22h22 hours ago  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  

  Johnny and Sean Deyo Retweeted your Tweet  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The efficiency of California’s transportation system, particularly its highways, is critical to 
the state’s economy. @TRIP_Inc report says $2.8 trillion in goods are shipped to and 
from sites in California each year, mostly by truck #CAInfrastructure 
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The efficiency of California’s transportation system, particularly its highways, is critical to the state’s economy. 
@TRIP_Inc report says $2.8 trillion in goods are shipped to and from sites in California each year, mostly by 
truck #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
California’s bridges are showing their age. Fifty-six percent of California’s 
bridges are 50 years or older, the eighth highest share in the nation 
according to @TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure 
http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
LA's Roads Are Costing Drivers Thousands of Dollars Per Year: Study 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-
Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … via @nbcla @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
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CalCIMA @CalcimaRocks  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

   

Viviana Franco and 5 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
23h23 hours ago  
Anthony RendonVerified account @Rendon63rd  
A new @TRIP_Inc study shows poor roads in LA cost drivers thousands of dollars a year. Even more reason 
why any effort to divest in fixing our roads is foolish and shortsighted. 
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A new @TRIP_Inc study shows poor roads in LA cost drivers thousands of dollars a year. Even more reason 
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No Prop 6 @NoProp6  
ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! 
Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  

  Kevin J. Albanese and 3 others Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned n  
23h23 hours ago  
CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The efficiency of California’s transportation system, particularly its highways, is 
critical to the state’s economy. @TRIP_Inc report says $2.8 trillion in goods are 
shipped to and from sites in California each year, mostly by truck 
#CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
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Self_Help_Counties, Nathan Ho and Carl Guardino Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
23h23 hours ago  

 
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC Commissioner 
@CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news reporter @DanKermanSF 
about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the 
critical nature of transportation funding.  
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MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC 
Commissioner @CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news reporter 
@DanKermanSF about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on 
road conditions and the critical nature of transportation 
funding.  

 AAPA  @AAPA_AR 24h24 hours ago  

AAPA Retweeted TRIP 

Good roads cost money, bad ones cost a LOT more. Infrastructure is one of the best investments a State can 
make for the tax paying public. 

AAPA added, 

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface transportation system statewide and 
in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  

  Tedi Jackson and 3 others liked your Tweet  
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  

   

Orville Thomas liked your Tweet  
24h24 hours ago  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The worst roads in California are in San Francisco, Oakland, study says https://www.kron4.com/news/bay-
area/the-worst-roads-in-california-are-in-san-francisco-oakland-study-says/1373333151 … @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
 
 
 
 
 

   

Orville Thomas and 3 others liked your Tweet  
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Study: California's bad roads costing drivers thousands per year https://www.10news.com/news/study-
california-s-bad-roads-costing-drivers-thousands-per-year … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
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Elizabeth Sanchez @elizsanchezTV  
Bad roads are bad for your wallet @CBS8 @thecwsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#caroads  
 
 
 
 
 

 

   

Martinizing Dry Cleaning and 6 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 16  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  

   

Michael Lomio and 4 others liked a Tweet you were 
mentioned in Aug 16  
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC 
Commissioner @CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news 
reporter @DanKermanSF about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the critical nature 
of transportation funding.  
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  NSSGA liked a Tweet you were mentioned in Aug 16  

CalCIMA @CalcimaRocks  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
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CalCIMA @CalcimaRocks  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  
 
 

  CalCIMA  @CalcimaRocks Aug 16  

We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our 
infrastructure. New @TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic 

delays, crashes and vehicle operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  
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One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Drivers Pay Nearly $2K Annually Because of San Diego's Deteriorating, Poorly Planned Roads: Study 
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Drivers-Pay-Nearly-2K-Annually-Because-of-San-Diegos-
Deteriorating-Poorly-Planned-Roads-Study-490946031.html … via @nbcsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
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KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
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Equipment Today @EquipmentToday  
RT @NAPATweets: Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in #infrastructure is just 
that -- an investment. The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … #transportation 

   

David Krahulec, SafetySock and Hill & Smith Inc. liked a photo you were tagged in  
Aug 16  

 
ATSSA @ATSSAHQ  
.@TRIP_Inc 's report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B 
annually on the state's roadways. #ATSSA members have 
been advocating against the repeal of SB1, legislation that 
would generate $5B annually for roadway #infrastructure 
repair. Learn more at https://bit.ly/2MslG8c .  
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Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … 
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
California’s bridges are showing their age. Fifty-six percent of California’s bridges 
are 50 years or older, the eighth highest share in the nation according to 
@TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Study: California's bad roads costing drivers thousands per year https://www.10news.com/news/study-
california-s-bad-roads-costing-drivers-thousands-per-year … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
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TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Study: California's bad roads costing drivers thousands per year https://www.10news.com/news/study-
california-s-bad-roads-costing-drivers-thousands-per-year … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
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MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC Commissioner 
@CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news reporter @DanKermanSF 
about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the 
critical nature of transportation funding.  
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AGC of California @AGCCalifornia  
NEW report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on 
roads costs CA drivers $61 BILLION each year! Vote #NoProp6 
and stop the attack on bridge & road safety projects taking 
place across CA. http://bit.ly/2OHqoMZ   
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AGC of California @AGCCalifornia  
NEW report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on 
roads costs CA drivers $61 BILLION each year! Vote #NoProp6 
and stop the attack on bridge & road safety projects taking 
place across CA. http://bit.ly/2OHqoMZ   
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No Prop 6 @NoProp6  
ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! 
Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  
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No Prop 6 @NoProp6  
ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! 
Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  

  

Tedi Jackson and 4 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 16  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  

  

Tedi Jackson and 7 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 16  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  

  

Tedi Jackson and 5 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 16  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Sacramento area drivers spend 44 hours a year in traffic congestion and the per driver cost 
of lost time and wasted fuel is nearly $1,000 @TRIP_Inc 
http://ow.ly/I0Er30lpLg8  #CAInfrastructure  
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Jeff Firth liked your Tweet  
Aug 16  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
California’s bridges are showing their age. Fifty-six percent of California’s bridges 
are 50 years or older, the eighth highest share in the nation according to 
@TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
 
 
 
 
 

  

Jeff Firth and 4 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 16  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
California’s bridges are showing their age. Fifty-six percent of California’s bridges 
are 50 years or older, the eighth highest share in the nation according to 
@TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
 
 
 
 
 

   

Tedi Jackson and 11 others followed you Aug 16  

   

Katie Hennessey and Orville Thomas liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
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LA's Roads Are Costing Drivers Thousands of Dollars Per Year: Study 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-
Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … via @nbcla @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
 

   
Amanda Brown Stevens, Alameda CTC and Bijan Sartipi liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC Commissioner 
@CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news reporter @DanKermanSF 
about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the 
critical nature of transportation funding.  
 
 
 

 

   

Michael Lomio and 6 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 

  

Gravelman, Cameron Garrett and PAIKY Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
NSSGA @NSSGA  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

 

James S. Baron, Hill & Smith Inc. and Nate Smith Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
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Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM  
 

   

James S. Baron and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM  
 

   
Michael Quigley and 15 others Retweeted your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

Michael Quigley Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Drivers Pay Nearly $2K Annually Because of San Diego's Deteriorating, Poorly Planned Roads: Study 
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Drivers-Pay-Nearly-2K-Annually-Because-of-San-Diegos-
Deteriorating-Poorly-Planned-Roads-Study-490946031.html … via @nbcsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
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Emma's Emmbassadors and 14 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF  
 
 
 
 
 
  

   

Michael Quigley and 3 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
California’s bridges are showing their age. Fifty-six percent of California’s 
bridges are 50 years or older, the eighth highest share in the nation according 
to @TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
 

   
Michael Quigley and 4 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
Elizabeth Sanchez @elizsanchezTV  
Bad roads are bad for your wallet @CBS8 @thecwsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#caroads  

   

Michael Quigley and 5 others Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  

No Prop 6 @NoProp6  
ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! 
Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  
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Michael Quigley liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  

 
AGC of California @AGCCalifornia  
NEW report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on 
roads costs CA drivers $61 BILLION each year! Vote #NoProp6 
and stop the attack on bridge & road safety projects taking 
place across CA. http://bit.ly/2OHqoMZ   
 
 
 
 

 

  

Nancy L Frankin and 6 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  

  

SafetySock and 6 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  
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Alameda CTC and Superior Asphalt,Inc Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  

 
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Investment in infrastructure improvements mean drivers end 
up keeping more money in their wallets due to reduced fuel 
use, reduced vehicle wear and tear, and improvements in 
congestion and road safety. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure 
@TRIP_Inc  

  Rebecca Jane Long  @rebeccajanelong Aug 15  

Rebecca Jane Long Retweeted TRIP 

As if Bay Area drivers didn’t know already- this report puts a number on what it costs us in vehicle repair. We 
feel it every day. Vote No on Prop 6 which would slash cut funds for pothole repairs #Prop6 @NoProp6 

Rebecca Jane Long added, 

TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Bay Area Roadways Among Worst In The State, Study Says 
https://www.sfgate.com/news/bayarea/article/Bay-Area-Roadways-Among-Worst-In-The-State-Study-
13158032.php?utm_campaign=twitter-
desktop&utm_source=CMS%20Sharing%20Button&utm_medium=social … via @SFGate @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
0 replies 1 retweet 2 likes  

  

Alameda CTC and 7 others Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
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  Alameda CTC and 6 others liked a Tweet you 
were mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
 
   
 
 
 

 
Alameda CTC liked Tweets you were included in  
Aug 15  
 
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC 
Commissioner @CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news reporter 
@DanKermanSF about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road 
conditions and the critical nature of transportation funding.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Hew Arroe and 6 others liked a Tweet you were 
mentioned in  
Aug 15  
No Prop 6 @NoProp6  

ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features 
on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! Stop the attack 
on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! 
http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  
 

  AGC of California  @AGCCalifornia Aug 15  

NEW report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety 
features on roads costs CA drivers $61 BILLION 

each year! Vote #NoProp6 and stop the attack on bridge & 
road safety projects taking place across CA. 
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http://bit.ly/2OHqoMZ  

 

  

Jeff Webb and 10 others followed you  
Aug 15  

   
Jeff Webb and 11 others liked your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

Carl Guardino Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  

 
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC Commissioner 
@CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news reporter @DanKermanSF 
about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the 
critical nature of transportation funding.  
 
 
 
 

 

  Seana L. S. Gause  @slsgause Aug 15 California Transportation by the Numbers TRIP Release - 
08/15/2018 http://www.tripnet.org/docs/CA_Statewide_Transportation_by_the_Numbers_TRIP_Release_08-
15-2018.php … via @TRIP_Inc 
0 replies 0 retweets 0 likes  
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  SafetySock, Hill & Smith Inc. and Nate Smith liked a photo you were tagged in  

Aug 15  
 
ATSSA @ATSSAHQ  
.@TRIP_Inc 's report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B 
annually on the state's roadways. #ATSSA members have 
been advocating against the repeal of SB1, legislation that 
would generate $5B annually for roadway #infrastructure 
repair. Learn more at https://bit.ly/2MslG8c .  
 
 
 

 

 Brian Pallasch and 5 others liked your Tweet  

Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report  
 

#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org    
Bijan Sartipi liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  

 
MTC BATA @MTCBATA  
At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC Commissioner 
@CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news reporter @DanKermanSF 
about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the 
critical nature of transportation funding.  

 MTC BATA  @MTCBATA Aug 15  

At the Bay Area Metro Center today, @California_CTC Commissioner @CarlGuardino talked to @kron4news 
reporter @DanKermanSF about the new national @TRIP_Inc report on road conditions and the critical nature 
of transportation funding. 

0 replies 5 retweets 10 likes  
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United Contractors and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
No Prop 6 @NoProp6  
ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! 
Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  

   
United Contractors and 3 others Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
No Prop 6 @NoProp6  
ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 billion each year! 
Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! http://ow.ly/alMw50iebKq  

  

Jeff Firth and 12 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   

   Bijan Sartipi liked your Tweet Aug 15  

TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Study: California's bad roads costing drivers thousands per year 

https://www.10news.com/news/study-california-s-bad-roads-costing-drivers-thousands-per-year … 
@TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
 

  

FixCARoads and 9 others followed you  
Aug 15  
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  Laura Braden Quigley and 5 others liked your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  
 
 
 
 
 

  

Laura Braden Quigley Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
League of CA Cities @CaCities  
NEW report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 BILLION each year! 
Vote #NoProp6 and stop the attack on bridge & road safety projects taking place across CA. 
http://www.tripnet.org/docs/CA_Transportation_by_the_Numbers_TRIP_Report_Aug_2018.pdf … 
 

  ShanePatrickConnolly  @shanepc1 Aug 15  
Replying to @CaAlliance4Jobs @TRIP_Inc @BayAreaCouncil  

No, it’s a failure to prioritize by Sacramento lawmakers and to focus our state’s tax revenues on top priorities 
that’s under attack. @CAGOP lawmakers have a plan to fund fixes w/existing resources. Plus, the Gov 
promised new taxes would go to the voters. 

0 replies 0 retweets 0 likes  
 

 Sung Lee and 5 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 
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  Dean Lockwood and 4 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned 
in Aug 15  

Anthony RendonVerified account @Rendon63rd  
A new @TRIP_Inc study shows poor roads in LA cost drivers thousands of dollars a year. Even more reason 
why any effort to divest in fixing our roads is foolish and shortsighted. 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-
Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … 

   

Malcolm Dougherty and 3 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  

   

Bay Area Council, MichaelSaragosa and Patrick Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 

   

Marnie Primmer and CA Alliance for Jobs Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Study: California's bad roads costing drivers thousands per year https://www.10news.com/news/study-
california-s-bad-roads-costing-drivers-thousands-per-year … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

 
  League of CA Cities  @CaCities Aug 15  

NEW report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 BILLION 
each year! Vote #NoProp6 and stop the attack on bridge & road safety projects taking place 

across CA. http://www.tripnet.org/docs/CA_Transportation_by_the_Numbers_TRIP_Report_Aug_2018.pdf … 

0 replies 1 retweet 0 likes  
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 Alex Harbaugh and 5 others liked a Tweet you were 
mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   

 

 

 

   

Alex Harbaugh liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Bay Area Roadways Among Worst In The State, Study Says 
https://www.sfgate.com/news/bayarea/article/Bay-Area-Roadways-Among-Worst-In-The-State-Study-
13158032.php?utm_campaign=twitter-
desktop&utm_source=CMS%20Sharing%20Button&utm_medium=social … via @SFGate @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
 

   

Don Weathers and 10 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
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Don Weathers and 11 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Maureen Sheeran and 7 others followed you  
Aug 15  

   

Don Weathers and 4 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … 

  

Don Weathers, Jose Ignacio and ATSSA Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … 
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Keith R Medley, Maury Tobin and CalPortland liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
NSSGA @NSSGA  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

   

Kevin Artl and 9 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  No Prop 6  @NoProp6 Aug 15  

ICYMI: New report from @TRIP_Inc says lack of safety features on roads costs CA drivers $61 
billion each year! Stop the attack on bridge & road safety. Vote #NoProp6! 

0 replies 13 retweets 11 likes  

   

Brian Pallasch liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Drivers Pay Nearly $2K Annually Because of San Diego's Deteriorating, Poorly Planned Roads: Study 
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Drivers-Pay-Nearly-2K-Annually-Because-of-San-Diegos-
Deteriorating-Poorly-Planned-Roads-Study-490946031.html … via @nbcsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
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  Michael Kaufman Retweeted your Tweet Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
LA's Roads Are Costing Drivers Thousands of Dollars Per Year: Study 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-
Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … via @nbcla @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

  

Michael Kaufman and 3 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The efficiency of California’s transportation system, particularly its highways, is 
critical to the state’s economy. @TRIP_Inc report says $2.8 trillion in goods are 
shipped to and from sites in California each year, mostly by truck 
#CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
 

   
Cameron Garrett and PAIKY Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
NSSGA @NSSGA  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  
  AGC of California liked your Tweets  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Study: California's bad roads costing drivers thousands per year https://www.10news.com/news/study-
california-s-bad-roads-costing-drivers-thousands-per-year … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

  Sean Deyo and Bijan Sartipi Retweeted your Tweet Aug 15  

TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  

   
Sean Deyo and 6 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  
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  Sean Deyo and 5 others Retweeted your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  
  Rebuild So Cal Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of 

California’s surface transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to 
be released August 15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  
 
 
Rebuild So Cal liked your Tweets Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
I'm sharing an article from http://MyNewsLA.com  https://mynewsla.com/business/2018/08/15/motorists-in-
los-angeles-take-3000-hit-due-to-bad-roads-congestion/ … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

  
Bijan Sartipi and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says …  

 
Glen Dake and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Anthony RendonVerified account @Rendon63rd  
A new @TRIP_Inc study shows poor roads in LA cost drivers thousands of dollars a year. Even more reason 
why any effort to divest in fixing our roads is foolish and shortsighted. 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-
Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-
490917921.html … 

   
Kyle Simerly and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Elizabeth Sanchez @elizsanchezTV  
Bad roads are bad for your wallet @CBS8 @thecwsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#caroads  
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 Orville Thomas and M Escovedo Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
Elizabeth Sanchez @elizsanchezTV  
Bad roads are bad for your wallet @CBS8 @thecwsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#caroads  

 

Mississippi Asphalt Pavement Association and 6 
others Retweeted your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   

  

Mississippi Asphalt Pavement Association and 5 others liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   

1.    

Matthew Ceja Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  

Anthony RendonVerified account @Rendon63rd  
A new @TRIP_Inc study shows poor roads in LA cost drivers thousands of dollars a year. Even more reason 
why any effort to divest in fixing our roads is foolish and shortsighted. 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-
Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … 
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  Anthony Rendon Verified account @Rendon63rd Aug 15  

A new @TRIP_Inc study shows poor roads in LA cost drivers thousands of dollars a year. Even more reason 
why any effort to divest in fixing our roads is foolish and shortsighted. 

2 replies 2 retweets 7 likes  

  
Michael Quigley and 3 others liked your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Sacramento area drivers spend 44 hours a year in traffic congestion and the per driver cost 
of lost time and wasted fuel is nearly $1,000 @TRIP_Inc 
http://ow.ly/I0Er30lpLg8  #CAInfrastructure  

   

APAC-Mississippi-Tennessee / A CRH Company and 6 others followed you  
Aug 15  

  TransTech Systems and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … 
 

  Rebuild So Cal  @RebuildSoCal Aug 15  

Rebuild So Cal Retweeted TRIP 

#NoProp6 #RebuildSoCal #infrastructure 

Rebuild So Cal added, 

TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
California’s bridges are showing their age. Fifty-six percent of California’s bridges are 50 years or older, the 
eighth highest share in the nation according to @TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
0 replies 0 retweets 2 likes  
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  Rebuild So Cal  @RebuildSoCal Aug 15  

Rebuild So Cal Retweeted TRIP #NoProp6Rebuild So Cal added, 

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  
0 replies 0 retweets 1 like  
 
 
 
 

MichaelSaragosa and Patrick Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  

Aug 15  
CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 

  Rebuild So Cal and 4 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned 
in Aug 15  

 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
 

  Rebuild So Cal  @RebuildSoCal Aug 15  

Rebuild So Cal Retweeted TRIP#NoProp6Rebuild So Cal added, 

TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Study: California's bad roads costing drivers thousands per year https://www.10news.com/news/study-
california-s-bad-roads-costing-drivers-thousands-per-year … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
0 replies 0 retweets 2 likes  
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  Rebuild So Cal, Hew Arroe and Patrick liked a Tweet you were mentioned in 
Aug 15  

CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 

 Deezus    and 6 others Retweeted a Tweet you 
are mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
 
 

   

 

Orville Thomas Retweeted your Tweet  

Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Sacramento area drivers spend 44 hours a year in traffic congestion and the per driver cost 
of lost time and wasted fuel is nearly $1,000 @TRIP_Inc 
http://ow.ly/I0Er30lpLg8  #CAInfrastructure  
 
  CALCOG Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  

Sacramento area drivers spend 44 hours a year in traffic congestion and the per driver cost 
of lost time and wasted fuel is nearly $1,000 @TRIP_Inc 
http://ow.ly/I0Er30lpLg8  #CAInfrastructure  
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    CALCOG liked your Tweets  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Sacramento area drivers spend 44 hours a year in traffic congestion and the per driver cost 
of lost time and wasted fuel is nearly $1,000 @TRIP_Inc 
http://ow.ly/I0Er30lpLg8  #CAInfrastructure  

   

CALCOG and 5 others Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  

 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
  CALCOG liked your Tweets  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Transportation Group Releases Report On Bay Area 
Road And Bridge Conditions 

https://kcbsradio.radio.com/media/audio-channel/transportation-group-releases-report-bay-area-road-and-
bridge-conditions … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

 

CalAPA Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Transportation Group Releases Report On Bay Area Road And Bridge Conditions 
https://kcbsradio.radio.com/media/audio-channel/transportation-group-releases-report-bay-area-road-and-
bridge-conditions … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

  Volta Insurance Solutions  @VoltaInsurance Aug 15  

RT @TRIP_Inc: New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s 
surface transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be 
released August 15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure 

 
0 replies 0 retweets 0 likes  
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  Equipment Today  @EquipmentToday Aug 15  

RT @NAPATweets: Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in #infrastructure is just 
that -- an investment. The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … #transportation 

0 replies 1 retweet 1 like  

   

Jose Ignacio and ATSSA Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … 

  

Road to Zero and 4 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  

  

Hill & Smith Inc. Retweeted a photo you were tagged in  
Aug 15  
 
ATSSA @ATSSAHQ  
.@TRIP_Inc 's report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B 
annually on the state's roadways. #ATSSA members have 
been advocating against the repeal of SB1, legislation that 
would generate $5B annually for roadway #infrastructure 
repair. Learn more at https://bit.ly/2MslG8c .  
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 Hill & Smith Inc. and Nate Smith liked a photo you were tagged in  

Aug 15  
 
ATSSA @ATSSAHQ  
.@TRIP_Inc 's report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B 
annually on the state's roadways. #ATSSA members have 
been advocating against the repeal of SB1, legislation that 
would generate $5B annually for roadway #infrastructure 
repair. Learn more at https://bit.ly/2MslG8c .  

 

 

  Hill & Smith Inc. and Nate Smith Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  

Aug 15  
Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM  
 

  Hill & Smith Inc., Nate Smith and ATSSA liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM  

 Patrick and 3 others liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
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 Hew Arroe and Patrick liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says …  

 
Patrick Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
CA Alliance for Jobs @CaAlliance4Jobs  
Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 

 Nancy Slane High and Katie wilson Retweeted your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   

 

Nancy Slane High and Katie wilson liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
One dollar of deferred maintenance on roads and bridges can cost $4 to $5 in 
needed future repairs @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/bZnF30lpJlF   
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 M Escovedo Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
Elizabeth Sanchez @elizsanchezTV  
Bad roads are bad for your wallet @CBS8 @thecwsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#caroads  
 
MTC BATA Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Bay Area Roadways Among Worst In The State, Study Says 
https://www.sfgate.com/news/bayarea/article/Bay-Area-Roadways-Among-

Worst-In-The-State-Study-13158032.php?utm_campaign=twitter-
desktop&utm_source=CMS%20Sharing%20Button&utm_medium=social … via @SFGate @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
 
MTC BATA liked your Tweets  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Bay Area Roadways Among Worst In The State, Study Says 
https://www.sfgate.com/news/bayarea/article/Bay-Area-Roadways-Among-Worst-In-The-State-Study-
13158032.php?utm_campaign=twitter-
desktop&utm_source=CMS%20Sharing%20Button&utm_medium=social … via @SFGate @TRIP_Inc 
#CAInfrastructure 
 

  CA Alliance for Jobs  @CaAlliance4Jobs Aug 15  

Bad roads and unsafe bridges cost drivers up to $3,000 a year in the Bay Area according to a @TRIP_Inc study. 
Unfortunately, the funding for fixing the roads, repairing our bridges, and reducing traffic is under attack. 

1 reply 4 retweets 7 likes  

 Darila gons, Elliott...not to be Mistaken or Censored and Dan McMenamin Retweeted 
a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, 
congestion costing drivers thousands each year, 
@TRIP_Inc study finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   
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  Darila gons, ALT1053Radio and Elliott...not to be Mistaken or Censored liked a Tweet 
you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  

 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion 
costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   

  

CA Alliance for Jobs Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Study: California's bad roads costing drivers thousands per year https://www.10news.com/news/study-
california-s-bad-roads-costing-drivers-thousands-per-year … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

   

NSSGA and CA Alliance for Jobs Retweeted your Retweet  
Aug 15  
 
KPIX 5Verified account @KPIXtv  
Bay Area road conditions worst in California, 
congestion costing drivers thousands each year, 
@TRIP_Inc study finds. 
https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw   

  Kim Swain liked a Tweet you were 
mentioned in  

Aug 15  
 
Elizabeth Sanchez @elizsanchezTV  
Bad roads are bad for your wallet @CBS8 @thecwsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#caroads  

  Tackleberry  @glockbanger69 Aug 15  
Replying to @KPIXtv @TRIP_Inc  

I’ve gone through 4 windshields in four years because of rocks 
and debris being kicked up by those damn big rig truck and trailers. They tear 
up our highways and our tax dollars are not being used to repair that damage. 
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@CaltransHQ  MTC BATA liked your Tweets Aug 15 TRIP @TRIP_Inc  

Study: Bay Area Roads Worst In State, Costing Drivers Thousands Each Year 
https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw#.W3RW-TV8g80.twitter … @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

  
MTC BATA Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving on San Francisco, Oakland roads cost drivers $3,000 a year, study says 
http://www.ktvu.com/news/driving-on-san-francisco-oakland-roads-cost-drivers-3-000-a-year-study-says … 
@TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 

   
MTC BATA and CALCOG Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
California’s bridges are showing their age. Fifty-six percent of California’s 
bridges are 50 years or older, the eighth highest share in the nation 
according to @TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   

  MTC BATA and 6 others 
liked your Tweet Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  

 Nancy Slane High liked your Tweet Aug 15  

TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc report says Los Angeles area drivers waste more than two work weeks (82 

hours) and lose $1,774 sitting in traffic congestion #CAInfrastructure 
http://ow.ly/Nd7I30lpKuSm   

 Nancy Slane High Retweeted your Tweet Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc report says Los Angeles area drivers waste more than two work weeks (82 
hours) and lose $1,774 sitting in traffic congestion #CAInfrastructure 

http://ow.ly/Nd7I30lpKuSm   
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 Mike Simpson and 5 others followed you Aug 15  

   

Alameda CTC liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  
 
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Investment in infrastructure improvements mean drivers end 
up keeping more money in their wallets due to reduced fuel 
use, reduced vehicle wear and tear, and improvements in 
congestion and road safety. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc  

  KPIX 5 Verified account @KPIXtv Aug 15  

Bay Area road conditions worst in California, congestion costing drivers thousands each year, @TRIP_Inc study 
finds. https://cbsloc.al/2vM3Hjw  

 
2 replies 15 retweets 12 likes  

Mississippi Asphalt Pavement 
Association, ATSSA and Chuck Valentine liked a Tweet 
you were mentioned in  

Aug 15  
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  

Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … 

  
ATSSA Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … 
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  Orville Thomas liked your Tweet  

Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
LA's Roads Are Costing Drivers Thousands of Dollars Per Year: Study 
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Los-Angeles-LA-Roads-Traffic-Cost-Congestion-Freeways-Vehicle-
Car-Repairs-Fuel-Prices-490917921.html … via @nbcla @TRIP_Inc #CAInfrastructure 
 

   
CALCOG and 3 others Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  

 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  

  CALCOG and 5 others liked your Tweet 
Aug 15 TRIP @TRIP_Inc New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of 
California’s surface transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to 

be released August 15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  

  

CALCOG Retweeted your Retweet  
Aug 15  
 
Elizabeth Sanchez @elizsanchezTV  
Bad roads are bad for your wallet @CBS8 @thecwsandiego @TRIP_Inc 
#caroads  
 
  CALCOG liked your Tweets  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The efficiency of California’s transportation 

system, particularly its highways, is critical to the state’s economy. @TRIP_Inc 
report says $2.8 trillion in goods are shipped to and from sites in California each 
year, mostly by truck #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
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CalPortland liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  
Aug 15  

NSSGA @NSSGA  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our 
infrastructure. New @TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due 
to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

 CALCOG Retweeted your Tweet Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
California’s bridges are showing their age. Fifty-six percent of California’s bridges 
are 50 years or older, the eighth highest share in the nation according to 
@TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   

 

AGC of California and Natl Asphalt Pvmt As Retweeted your Tweet  
Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The efficiency of California’s transportation system, particularly its highways, is 
critical to the state’s economy. @TRIP_Inc report says $2.8 trillion in goods are 
shipped to and from sites in California each year, mostly by truck #CAInfrastructure 

http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E     
AGC of California and Repubilcan Palmy  
  🇺🇲 liked your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
The efficiency of California’s transportation system, particularly its highways, is 
critical to the state’s economy. @TRIP_Inc report says $2.8 trillion in goods are 
shipped to and from sites in California each year, mostly by truck 
#CAInfrastructure http://ow.ly/Jjd730lpL3E   
 

  Jordan Howard liked a Tweet you were mentioned in Aug 15  

 
AGC Legislative @AGCLegislative  
According to @TRIP_Inc California road conditions costing drivers $61 billion each year, 68% of roads and 
highways in poor or mediocre conditions and more than 1,500 bridges are structurally deficient. 
http://bit.ly/TRIP_CA  #CAInfrastructure  
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  Repubilcan Palmy   🇺🇲 and 3 others followed you Aug 15  

  

ChamberMoves, ATSSA and Maury Tobin liked your Tweet  
Aug 15  
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form 
of additional vehicle operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes 
according to new @TRIP_Inc report #CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  
 

  AGC Legislative  @AGCLegislative Aug 15  

According to @TRIP_Inc California road conditions costing drivers $61 billion each year, 68% of roads and 
highways in poor or mediocre conditions and more than 1,500 bridges are structurally deficient. 
http://bit.ly/TRIP_CA  #CAInfrastructure 

 
0 replies 0 retweets 1 like  
    Chuck Valentine liked Tweets you were included in  
Aug 15  
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/better-safer-roads-worth-few-extra-bucks-roger-wentz/ … 

  Christine Mahon  @ChristineBMahon Aug 15 Christine Mahon Retweeted TRIP 

This is incredibly frustrating. Sitting in traffic is bad enough, but knowing CA roads cost almost me almost 
$1,000 extra a year is infuriating. #NoProp6 

Christine Mahon added, TRIP @TRIP_Inc  

Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  
0 replies 0 retweets 1 like  

   
PAIKY Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in Aug 15  
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NSSGA @NSSGA  
We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. New 
@TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes and vehicle 
operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

 NSSGA  @NSSGA Aug 15  

We can't afford to keep kicking the can down the road when it comes to fixing our infrastructure. 
New @TRIP_Inc report shows driving in Calif. costs an extra $843 due to traffic delays, crashes 

and vehicle operating costs. http://bit.ly/2MLSXYR  

0 replies 4 retweets 5 likes  

  

Superior Asphalt,Inc Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  

 
Natl Asphalt Pvmt As @NAPATweets  
Investment in infrastructure improvements mean drivers end 
up keeping more money in their wallets due to reduced fuel 
use, reduced vehicle wear and tear, and improvements in 
congestion and road safety. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure 
@TRIP_Inc  
 
 

 Elizabeth Sanchez  @elizsanchezTV Aug 15  

Bad roads are bad for your wallet @CBS8 @thecwsandiego @TRIP_Inc #caroads0 replies 
4 retweets 7 likes  

  Sean Kilcarr  @AASHTOsean Aug 15  

A new 19-page report from @TRIP_Inc finds that 
driving on California roads that are deteriorated, 
congested, and that lack ‘some desirable safety 
features’ costs California drivers a total of $61 billion 
each year. @CaltransHQ @ARTBA @AGCofA 
@InfraUSA 

http://www.tripnet.org/docs/CA_Transportation_by_the_Numbers_TRIP_Report_Aug_2018.pdf … 
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Natl Asphalt Pvmt As  @NAPATweets Aug 15  

Investment in infrastructure improvements mean drivers end up keeping more money in their wallets due to 
reduced fuel use, reduced vehicle wear and tear, and improvements in congestion and road safety. #SB1 
#CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc 

 
0 replies 2 retweets 2 likes  
    Nate Smith liked some photos you were tagged in  
Aug 15  
 

ATSSA @ATSSAHQ  
@TRIP_Inc's report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B 
annually on the state's roadways. #ATSSA members have 
been advocating against the repeal of SB1, which would 
generate $5B annually for roadway #infrastructure maintenance & repair. Learn more at 
https://bit.ly/2MslG8c .  

 Natl Asphalt Pvmt As  @NAPATweets Aug 15  

Better and safer roads are worth a few extra bucks. Investment in infrastructure is just that -- an investment. 
The benefits are worth the cost. #SB1 #CAInfrastructure @TRIP_Inc @ATSSAHQ 0 replies 4 retweets 5 likes  

  

NorthAmericaTraffic, Pearl Eco Group and Nate Smith Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in  
Aug 15  
ATSSA @ATSSAHQ  
#ATSSA's President & CEO Roger Wentz offers insight on @TRIP_Inc's recent report on California roadways 
and how @Jimbealljr's SB1 will invest in roadway #infrastructure that will save money & lives. 
#SaferRoadsSaveLives @ATSSAontheHill @NateSmith @Jimbealljr @JerryBrownGov https://twitter.co 
m/ATSSACEO/status/1029722322909970432 … 
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 NorthAmericaTraffic, C-Hawkk Traffic Control and Nate Smith liked a Tweet you 
were mentioned in  

Aug 15  
ATSSA @ATSSAHQ  
#ATSSA's President & CEO Roger Wentz offers insight on @TRIP_Inc's recent report on California roadways 
and how @Jimbealljr's SB1 will invest in roadway #infrastructure that will save money & lives. 
#SaferRoadsSaveLives @ATSSAontheHill @NateSmith @Jimbealljr @JerryBrownGov 
https://twitter.com/ATSSACEO/status/1029722322909970432 … 

 ATSSA  @ATSSAHQ Aug 15  

.@TRIP_Inc 's report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B 
annually on the state's roadways. #ATSSA members have 
been advocating against the repeal of SB1, legislation that 
would generate $5B annually for roadway #infrastructure 
repair. Learn more at https://bit.ly/2MslG8c . 

 
You, ATSSAontheHill, Federal Highway Admn and Nate Smith 0 replies 1 retweet 4 likes  

 Asphalt Contractor  @AsphaltContrctr Aug 15  

New @TRIP_Inc Report Says Deteriorated Roads Cost #California 
Drivers $61 Billion Each Year: https://buff.ly/2vIiCuW  

 

 ATSSA  @ATSSAHQ Aug 15  

@TRIP_Inc's report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on the state's roadways. #ATSSA members 
have been advocating against the repeal of SB1, which would generate $5B annually for roadway 
#infrastructure maintenance & repair. Learn more at https://bit.ly/2MslG8c . 

You, ATSSAontheHill, Nate Smith and 2 others 0 replies 0 retweets 1 like  
Rock Products  @rockproducts Aug 15  

Bad Roads, Bridges Cost California Motorists $61 Billion Annually 
http://ow.ly/74bq30lpNsq  @TRIP_Inc #infrastructure 

0 replies 0 retweets 0 likes  
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 ATSSA and Kyle Simerly Retweeted your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface 
transportation system statewide and in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 
15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  

  ATSSA and 3 others liked your Tweet  

Aug 15  
 
TRIP @TRIP_Inc  
New @TRIP_Inc reports on condition, use, funding of California’s surface transportation system statewide and 
in 12 largest urban areas to be released August 15 http://tripnet.org  #CAInfrastructure  

  ATSSA and Maury Tobin liked your Tweet Aug 15  

TRIP @TRIP_Inc  

Driving in California costs the average state motorists $843 every year in the form of additional vehicle 
operating costs, congestion-related delays and traffic crashes according to new @TRIP_Inc report 
#CAInfrastructure http://tripnet.org  

 Nate Smith and ATSSA liked a Tweet you were mentioned in  

Aug 15  
Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM  
 

 Nate Smith Retweeted a Tweet you are mentioned in Aug 15  

Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM  
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  ATSSA  @ATSSAHQ Aug 15 ATSSA Retweeted Roger A. Wentz 

#ATSSA's President & CEO Roger Wentz offers insight on @TRIP_Inc's recent report on California roadways 
and how @Jimbealljr's SB1 will invest in roadway #infrastructure that will save money & lives. 
#SaferRoadsSaveLives @ATSSAontheHill @NateSmith @Jimbealljr @JerryBrownGov 

ATSSA added, 

Roger A. Wentz @ATSSACEO  
Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives https://bit.ly/2MQbVxM  
0 replies 3 retweets 3 likes  
 
 Roger A. Wentz  @ATSSACEO Aug 15  

Recent @TRIP_Inc report shows that CA drivers are losing $61B annually on under-maintained roadways. SB1 
would raise $5B annually for #infrastructure that will save money and lives. Vote no on Prop6 & yes to funding 
#roadwaysafety. #SaferRoadsSaveLives 
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